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Abstract 
 

We consider the problem of tracking the opinion po-

larity, in terms of positive or negative orientation, ex-

pressed in documents written in natural language and 

extracted from a heterogeneous set of Web sources. More 

specifically, we focus our attention on the movie reviews 

domain. We are interested in evaluating the performance 

obtained by a set of high performance opinion polarity 

classifiers for the Italian language. Classification of polar-

ity expressed by the input documents is achieved by means 

of several sets of specialized autonomous or interacting 

agents, devoted, respectively, to document gathering, 

classification and visualization. In particular the results of 

opinion analysis are represented by means of a graphical 

interface, where a multi agent based implementation of 

zz-structures is exploited to offer graph-centric views and 

navigation of results. The specific experimental evaluation 

performed so far shows an accuracy level, which is higher 

than previous results reported in the literature. 

 

Keywords: Opinion Analysis, Sentiment Analysis, Cog-

nitive Agents, zz-Structures, Machine Learn-

ing. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The subjectivity [1] of a text is defined as the set of 

elements describing the private state of the writer. Assump-

tions, beliefs, thoughts, experiences, opinions, and judg-

ments expressed in texts are typical clues of subjectivity. 

Sentiment is defined as the subset of subjective clues that 

can be measured in terms of positive, neutral or negative 

orientation.  

Many rating indicators [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have been intro-

duced in literature to measure the orientation of the senti-

ment of a text; in this work, we adopt the Opinion Polarity 

(OP) indicator, defined in [2] as “the classification that the 

author of a review would assign to it, if requested, with 

values expressed as positive or negative". More specifi-

cally we are interested in evaluation of the Overall Opinion 

Polarity (OvOP), defined as the opinion that arises from 

the document seen as a whole; OvOP does not depends on 

the opinions expressed by the single sentences of the text, 

which may also be contradictory. 

Opinion Polarity Analysis (OPA) is the process aimed 

at identifying the OP of an input text and classifying such 

text accordingly to the polarity it expresses. 

The collaborative generation of contents, which is one 

of the cornerstone of the Web 2.0 philosophy, is increasing 

enormously the amount of available subjective information. 

More specifically many sites allow users to publish opin-

ions and reviews related to products or services, such as, 

for example, cars, cell phones or movies.  

In order to handle such information in an efficient 

way a partially or fully automated approach to OPA is 

needed. OPA may be proficiency seen as a specific instance 

of the more general and well-known textual classification 

problem; instead of looking at topicality of a text, defined 

in terms of expressed topics, documents are assigned to the 

same class if they are characterized by the same opinion 

polarity.  Works like [3, 5] show how OPA is more diffi-

cult than topic classification, because, as Pang observed [3], 

“sentiment may be expressed in more subtle ways” than 

topicality, which is strongly related with the presence of 

few specific concepts or pattern of concepts.   

Subjective information expressed by writers may be 

very useful in many application fields; the most important 

one being business intelligence. The analysis of customers’ 

opinion helps at identifying information useful for strategic 

marketing and brand monitoring, advertising, political 

campaigns and financial markets.  

Many others application fields are widely described 

by Turney [6]. 

This work describes a multi-agent system devoted to 

OvOP analysis (OvOPA) on movie reviews extracted and 

aggregated from a set of heterogeneous Web sources. Clas-

sification is achieved by training in a supervised way a 

group of domain dependent high-precision classifiers. Each 

classifier acts as an autonomous agent evaluating the 

OvOPA of the input documents with respect to its specific 

domain and classification features. In this way, documents 

are extracted from the Web sources, enriched with the 

knowledge inferred by agents devoted to OvOPA-based 

classification, and visualized in an innovative way, adopt-

ing an agent-based extension [7, 8] of the Nelson’s zz- 
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structures [9]. OvOPA is performed on Italian language 

texts, implementing and tuning some of the representation 

models presented in the literature for English language [3, 

10], improved by introducing feature selection criteria. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides 

a description of the previous works concerning OvOPA and 

agent-based conceptual representations; Section 3 intro-

duces and exploits the proposed system; Sections 4 and 5 

describe  and discuss the evaluation task and the obtained. 

Finally Section 6 closes the paper with a brief overview of 

our ongoing and future research activities. 

 

2 Related Works 
 

Two works mainly inspire our research: the experi-

ence of Pang and Lee [3, 5] and the work of Salvetti and 

others [2]. 

Both works aim to evaluate the performance, in terms 

of precision and recall, obtained by the OvOP analysis task, 

applying machine-learning techniques and feature selection 

to a corpus of movie reviews. Pang and Lee study the dif-

ferences in precision using three different machine-learning 

techniques: Bayesian Networks, Support Vector Machines 

and Maximum Entropy (detailed references to these three 

methodologies can be found in [11]). They show that 

OvOP identification is a task harder than topic classifica-

tion or generalization, both performed mainly by keyword 

identification. Salvetti, on the other hand, focuses attention 

on feature selection and feature generalization, integrating 

WordNet [12] as a repository of lexical relations.  

Turney and others [6] defined OvOP analysis of a re-

view as the evaluation of the co-occurrence between a se-

ries of n-grams, extracted from the text using a set of pat-

terns, and a seed set of well oriented terms. In particular 

they used AltaVista and its indexed corpus to investigate 

the amount of such co-occurrences. Other works, like [1], 

aim to merge the previously introduced approaches; more 

specifically large datasets of documents are used to adjust 

the polarity of a set of terms with prior known polarity de-

pending on the context in which such terms are used. In 

particular attention is focused on syntactical structures, like 

negation or hypothetical speaking, which can modify the 

prior known polarity of the words. 

OvOP analysis in Italian language is still an unex-

plored research field; many unsolved problems arisen dur-

ing our research, mainly related with the lack of freely 

available tools for natural language processing of Italian 

documents. The lack of linguistic tools specialized in lan-

guages different from English has been previously ana-

lyzed, in the case of Romanian language, in [13]. Open 

issues are also related with the specific characteristics of 

Italian language (irregular forms, adjective declination, et. 

al.). No sets of Italian words with previously estimated 

polarity, which can be used during feature selection task, 

are available. 

 

3 System Architecture 
 

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of our system, 

dedicated to the automatic tracking of movie reviews writ-

ten in Italian language.  

System functionalities are grouped into a pipeline of 

three different modules, each one constituted by a set of 

agents devoted to different activities: the Harvesting Mod-

ule, the OvOPA Module and the Navigation Module. 

 

3.1 The Harvesting Module 

The harvesting module is responsible for monitoring 

and crawling a set of Web sources and extracting from 

them the newly published texts containing movie reviews, 

which will be used as input of the OvOPA activity. Poten-

tial sources include Web sites, forums, blogs, and news-

groups. The extraction of the reviews is achieved, in the 

first prototype version of the proposed system, by using a 

set of autonomous agents devoted to Web crawling, each 

one of them implementing a parser specialized in extract-

ing data from the specific Web source. The agents, consti-

tuting this module, continuously monitor the Web looking 

for new contents; when a new content is available, the 

source is accessed and the extraction activity takes place.  

Agents involved in the harvesting activity use the Review 

Repository as a centralized storage for the extracted con-

tents.  

For each review we extract the following information:  

1. the title, assigned by the author to the review to sum-

marize its content and give it emphasis; 

2. the body of the review, which consists of a short natural 

language text; 

3. the overall polarity rating indicator, already present in 

the review, when available: some of the selected sources 

 

 
 

Figure 1 The Movie Reviews Classification Architecture 
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allow authors to summarize the polarity expressed in 

their reviews by means of different kinds of rating in-

dicators, such as, for example, numeric values (from 0 

to 5), marks (from A to F) or stars. In order to handle 

such heterogeneous indicators in a common way, all 

values have been normalized in a range between 0 

(very negative opinion) and 1 (very positive opinion); 

4. the publishing date of the review;  

5. personal data about the author, like name, age and city 

of residence (if available). 

Only the first three data (1. - 2. - 3.) are currently used 

during the OvOP analysis process, while the other two (4. - 

5.) have been stored for future use.  

In this work we consider only two classes of reviews: 

positive and negative. We do not consider the class of neu-

tral reviews, removing from our evaluation all those re-

views with a overall polarity rating indicator greater than 

0.4 and lower or equal to 0.6.  

The main source of our corpus is the FilmUp (www. 

filmup.leonardo.it/opinioni) website, which collects a wide 

set of opinions, all in Italian language, about more than 

4500 movies. Our choice is related with both the structure 

of the site, which allows us an easy extraction of reviews, 

and the presence, for each published review, of an overall 

polarity rating indicator. Data retrieved from this source 

can be proficiently used in training the OvOP classifiers. 

In order to perform an evaluation of the quality 

achieved by the proposed classifiers, we collected more 

than 3000 reviews referring to 300 different movies or fic-

tions. The distribution of polarity between reviews is not 

fair, as observed in [3] for the English corpus. The distribu-

tion of the overall polarity indicator pre-assigned to re-

views is reported in Figure 2. 

The positive reviews are 2038 (64.7% of the entire 

corpus), while the negative reviews are only 694 (22% of 

the collection).  

 

3.2 The OvOPA Module 

The OvOPA module is the core of our system; it im-

plements the language processing and classification fea-

tures. As shown in Figure 3 three different components  

 

 

Figure 2 Distribution of Pre-assigned OvOP Values, Related to Auto-

matically Extracted Reviews 

constitute the OvOPA module: the Pre-processor, the 

Trainer and the Evaluator sub-modules. 

The Pre-processor sub-module is constituted by a set 

of configurable and autonomous agents, aimed at identify-

ing linguistic and statistical features appearing in the set of 

input documents and at building a representation, suitable 

for automatic classification of expressed overall polarity, of 

the collection of reviews. A feature is defined as a property 

of a document, which can be useful in discriminating the 

right class of the document. 

Letting F = { f
1
,..., f

m
} a fixed set of features, each 

document D retrieved from the review repository is trans-

formed into a vector 
  

r 

d , where each component di repre-

sents the weight of the feature fi evaluated on D. Each 

component di may assume several different kinds of values, 

such as, for example, boolean or numeric values, with re-

spect to the specific semantic assigned to fi. Several differ-

ent kinds of linguistic and statistical features have been 

proposed and evaluated in the literature for the OvOP 

analysis of texts written in English language. In order to 

train a set of high-performance OvOP classifier for the 

Italian language, we implemented and evaluated some of 

the features described in [2, 3]; in particular, we aimed at 

trying to over perform the results exploited for the English 

language introducing linguistic tasks like stopword re-

moval and stemming, aimed at reducing the side-effects 

typical of the grammar of the Italian language like, for 

example, the declination of adjectives. The agents devoted 

to the pre-processing activity adopt and integrate several 

language-independent resources, such as the n-gram gen-

erator and the punctuation analyzer, and/or language- de-

pendent resources, like the Part-of-Speech tagger, the 

stemmer, and the list of stopwords, which have been prop-

erly specialized for the Italian language.  

The vector representations of the document D is gen-

erated by the pre-processor and may be used in two differ-

ent ways: when D is added to the Review Repository, it 

may be send to the Evaluator sub-module to be classified 

or, if no classifier agent has been already trained, to the 

 

 
Figure 3 The OvOPA Module 
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Trainer sub-module. Only documents, characterized by a 

pre-assigned polarity, can be used as training set in the 

scenario described by the latter case. 

The training task is performed by the Trainer sub- 

module; it uses a given training set of pre-judged docu-

ments, represented as a matrix M with dimension n*m, 

where n is the number of documents of the training set and 

m the number of features adopted in document representa-

tion, in order to train a set of OvOP classifiers. In this work 

only two algorithms for training of supervised classifiers 

have been exploited: Naïve Bayes (NB) and Support vector 

Machines (SVM), described in [11] Far from implementing 

such algorithms, we used the WEKA1 library for machine 

learning. The Trainer sub-module may be seen as an agent 

generator, devoted to the creation of agents aimed at OvOP 

classification. 

The output of the training activity is a set of OvOP 

classifiers; the trained classifiers are assigned to a set of 

autonomous agents, devoted to classify the incoming 

documents; these agents act into the third component of the 

OvOPA module: the Evaluator sub-module. According 

with the classification score estimated by each of trained 

OvOP agents, the Evaluator sub-module assigns newly 

added documents to one of two possible classes (positive 

or negative), describing the polarity expressed by the 

documents. 

 

3.3 The Navigation Module 

The navigation module supports users in two main 

functions: 

1. dynamic and personalized access to movie's reviews; 

2. creation of new interconnections among existing data 

and knowledge. 

Knowledge inferred during the OvOPA activity is 

stored in zz-structures, a graph-centric model for organiz-

ing data and computing [7, 9]. A zz-structure can be repre-

sented as an edge-colored multi-graph, with the restriction 

that every vertex, called zz-cell, has at most two incident 

edges of the same color; each sub-graph, containing edge 

of a unique color, is called dimension. Given the previous 

restriction, the cells in a same dimension are linked into 

one or more linear and directed sequences, called ranks. In 

our model, a zz-cell is associated to each movie's review; 

colored edges represent semantic interconnections among 

reviews; examples of dimensions are the set of reviews 

related to a same movie, containing same keywords, ex-

pressing a positive (or negative) opinion. 

Figure 4 shows a view related to the list of reviews 

found searching for "Johnny Depp"; each review is placed 

in a zz-cell. 

                                                 

1
 WEKA Web Site: www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka  

 

 
 

Figure 4 Set of Reviews Obtained by Search 

 

Each cell is composed by the movie's title (e.g. 

Sweeney Todd, in first zz-cell), an emoticon for identifying 

the polarity of the review (positive or negative), a short 

reference to the review ("Spettacolare è dire poco!..."), the 

publishing date (e.g., 01-03-2008), the data source  (e.g., 

FilmUp), the search tool and an advanced tool button 

(identified by the "+" symbol"). Title, emoticon, date, 

source and search tool are clickable and are associated to 

related dimensions; as highlighted (with red color associ-

ated to search tool icon) in Figure 4, current horizontal 

dimension contains the sequence of ten results obtained 

searching for "Johnny Depp". 

If user clicks on title "Pirati dei ..." present in third 

cell, dimension related to the same title reviews is visual-

ized, as shown in Figure 5. The cell with red border repre-

sents the last user selection, while all reviews with same 

title are visualized in vertical dimension and are marked by 

red color associated to titles. In this way, user has access to 

a Cartesian view, on two semantic dimensions:  "Johnny 

Depp" and title "Pirati dei ...". Next user clicks will pro-

pose new views on user chosen dimensions. 

The advanced tool button enables users to add one or 

more reviews in a new dimension, tagging existing re-

views. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 A View Related to Dimensions "Johnny Depp" and "Pirati dei 

Caraibi" 
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A new dimension will be composed by all reviews la-

beled with the same tag. In addition, it allows user to 

browse and visualize reviews selecting a dimension from 

the set of user created tags. 

The Navigation module manages and visualizes the 

users’ concept spaces. According to [15] a concept space is 

defined in terms of a multi-agent system composed of five 

types of agents: concept maps, dimensions, ranks, compos-

ite and atomic cells. 

These five agent classes represent five abstraction 

levels of the concept space: more in details, concept maps 

know and directly manipulate dimensions and isolated cells; 

they include concepts and relationships between concepts, 

that are organized in dimensions. Dimensions, uniquely 

identified by their colors (or equivalently, tags), know and 

manipulate their connected components, i.e., their ranks. 

Ranks know and coordinate the cells and the 

links that connect them; composite cells contain con-

cept maps related to more specific topics, and finally 

atomic cells are primary entities and directly referenced 

documents. 

In particular, in this work, the conceptual space repre-

sents the set of information extracted from the Web and 

properly enriched by means of an accurate OvOPA activity. 

The agents constituting the Navigation sub-module interact 

with each other and with the users, in order to perform the 

evolution of the set of visualized information. In order to 

proficiently implement the conceptual spaces described by 

the zz-structure model, agents are organized in the de-

scribed hierarchy of levels, each one constituted by a set of 

agents specialized in a specific entity constituting the 

zz-structure.  

 

4 Experimental Results 
 

To perform our experimental evaluation, we extracted 

a subset of review repository by choosing randomly 500 

reviews with polarity greater than 0.6 and 500 reviews with 

polarity lower or equal to 0.4, in order to obtain a training 

set with a balanced distribution of documents between 

classes. 

For each selected review, the body and the title, when 

available, are loaded from the database and merged to-

gether as a unique field. This solution looks very simple 

and does not take care of the strength assigned by the au-

thor to the words that appear in the title of the documents. 

Stopword removal and stemming are applied to each of the 

selected reviews, in order to reduce the dimension of the 

vector representation and the sparseness of the matrix M 

associated to the training set. 

In this work we focus our attention on the three fol-

lowing approaches to document representation: 

1. U3: the set of unigrams occurring 3 or more time in the 

whole training set; 

2. UB3: the set of unigrams and bigrams occurring 3 or 

more time in the whole training set; 

3. UBT3: the set of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams oc-

curring 3 or more time in the whole training set. 

The weight assigned to a document di with respect to 

a selected n-gram nj is defined as 

1    if occ(nj,di) > 0 

0    otherwise

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩ 

 

where occ(nj, di) is the number of occurrences of the 

n-gram nj in document di. The proposed weighting metric 

is simpler than other weighting metrics, such as the TF-IDF, 

usually adopted in text classification; it has been proven [3], 

that occurrence based representation is more effective for 

OvOPA than term frequency. Preliminary results, obtained 

comparing the results produced by classifiers based on TF 

with classifiers based on n-gram occurrence, show how the 

second weighting metric out-perform the first one when 

applied to all U3, UB3 and UBT3. In this work we add an 

extended set of features to the ones included in U3, UB3 

and UBT3; additional features are used to analyze and 

measure some punctuation and the statistical properties of 

each input review. More specifically, for each document, 

we evaluate: 

1. the number of question and exclamation marks; 

2. the number of sentences; 

3. the number of long words (7 characters or more); 

4. the average length of a sentence; 

5. the average length of a word. 

Some works [1, 14] show that these fields are good 

clues in identifying the right polarity of an input document, 

independently from the specific domain of the training set. 

Six different classifiers have been trained, applying 

U3, UB3 and UBT3 to both the NB and the SVM algo-

rithm. Evaluation is achieved with a 3-cross folding meth-

odology, implemented in the evaluator component.  

The performance of the built classifiers is measured in 

terms of accuracy, defined as the percentage of correct 

classification. In particular, we are interested in evaluating 

the accuracy+ and the accuracy_, measured with respect to 

the subset of positive and negative reviews respectively. 

Table 1 shows the global accuracy of each of the 

trained classifiers, grouped with respect to the machine- 

learning algorithm used in training. 

 
Table 1 Average Accuracy of the Six Classifiers 

 U3 UB3 UBT3 

Naïve Bayes 82.2 82.4 82.5 

SVM 84.9 84.4 84.4 
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Table 2 Average and of the Six Classifiers 

U3  

accuracy+ accuracy_ 

Naïve Bayes 85.4 79.0 

SVM 85.2 84.6 

UB3  

accuracy+ accuracy_ 

Naïve Bayes 86.2 78.6 

SVM 83.8 85.0 

UBT3  

accuracy+ accuracy_ 

Naïve Bayes 86.2 78.8 

SVM 83.6 85.2 

 

Table 2 reports the same data presented in Table 1 ex-

pressed in terms of measured accuracy+ and accuracy_; 

these two indexes allow us to verify if one of the two clas-

sification tasks, related to positive or negative reviews, is 

harder than the other. 

The second part of our experimental evaluation has 

been aimed at computing the performance achieved by a 

new set of classifiers, trained after the introduction, into the 

training process, of a feature selection task. Feature selec-

tion is the task that aims at identifying the subset of fea-

tures, which are more useful in assigning a set of docu-

ments to a group of classes. Reducing the noise introduced 

by sparsity of data, feature selection allows the trained 

classifiers to achieve better performance and to reduce the 

computational cost needed for their evaluation. In this 

work we adopt the Information Gain (IG) feature selection 

metric. IG is defined as the number of bits of information 

obtained for category prediction by knowing the presence 

or absence of a feature in a document. Following equation 

reports the general formulation of IG with respect to the 

input feature t: 

 

 
 

where c
i

{ }
i=1

m

 represents the set of available classes. 

Each of the identified features t can be ranked, ac-

cordingly with the respective, IG(t) value.  Only the n 

best features are used for representation of the training set, 

where n is a parameter representing the number of features 

included into the document representation. Table 3 displays 

the list of the 50 features with the highest IG value when 

feature ranking is applied to the UBT3 representation 

model. 

Table 3 Top 50 Features Extracted from the Training Set with the Highest 

IG Value 

1 BELLISSIM 26 SPARROW 

2 BRUTT 27 SONOR 

3 BELL 28 ORREND 

4 JACK 29 WILL 

5 PESSIM 30 SCHIFEZZ 

6 OTTIM 31 BEL 

7 FANTAST 32 FAVOL 

8 EVIT 33 HARRY 

9 PEGGIOR 34 JOHNNY 

10 DELUSION 35 COLONN 

11 BRAVISSIM 36 INUTIL 

12 PO’ 37 STRAORDINAR 

13 PIAC 38 “COLONN SONOR” 

14 NOIOS 39 “FILM BELLISSIM” 

15 RIDICOL 40 BRAV 

16 INTERPRET 41 ECCEZIONAL 

17 BAST 42 DEPP 

18 SIMPSON 43 GRINDHOUS 

19 BUTT 44 NOI 

20 “JACK SPARROW” 45 STUP 

21 SPLENDID 46 INSULS 

22 ATTOR 47 “OTTIM FILM” 

23 PIR 48 STUPID 

24 GRAND 49 JONES 

25 PERFETT 50 MOLT 

 
Table 4 Average Accuracy of the U3 Based Classifiers after Feature Se-

lection 

U3  

50 feat. 100 feat. 250 feat. 

Naïve Bayes 81.0 83.8 83.8 

SVM 83.2 86.2 85.5 

 500 feat. 1K feat. 2K feat. 

Naïve Bayes 85.6 86.7 85.4 

SVM 86.8 87.5 85.7 

 
Table 5 Average Accuracy of the U3 Based Classifiers after Feature Se-

lection 

UBT3  

50 feat. 100 feat. 250 feat. 

Naïve Bayes 80.1 84.4 84.5 

SVM 82.4 85.5 85.9 

 500 feat. 1K feat. 2K feat. 

Naïve Bayes 85.4 86.6 86.6 

SVM 87.2 87.9 89.0 

 

Tables 4 and 5 show the accuracy of the trained clas-

sifiers, based respectively on the U3 and UBT3 representa-

tion, at varying of dimension of the relevant features’ set.   

The number of unigrams appearing at least 3 times 

into the training set is lower than 3000, so we decided, for 

such family of classifiers, to limit the evaluation of the 

feature selection improvements to a set of 2000 potential 

features. 

Figure 6 displays the accuracy curves obtained from 

data in Table 4 and 5. 
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Figure 6 Feature Selection and Accuracy for Both NB and SVM Classifi-

ers 

 

5 Discussion 

 

The obtained results confirm that the introduced as-

sumptions [3], related with the ability of unigrams to ex-

press the OP of a given text, can be also applied to the Ital-

ian language. More specifically representation models 

based entirely or partially on the occurrence of unigrams 

lead to the best performances, with both the adopted train-

ing approaches NB and SVM. Although evaluated on dif-

ferent corpora, constituted by documents written in English 

language and with specific dimensions and polarity distri-

bution, the classifiers trained by [2, 3] shows performances 

comparable to those presented in this work. 

Our work shows that SVM classifiers clearly over 

perform NB ones in OvOP classification task, as previously 

stated by [3, 5]. In particular, analyzing values reported in 

Table 2, it is clear that NB classifiers tend to classify posi-

tive reviews better than negative ones, while SVM classifi-

ers tend to be more fair, showing similar accuracy values 

for instances of both positive and negative classes. 

Feature selection may improve the accuracy achieved 

by the trained classifiers; in particular the IG selection 

metric shows an average improvement in accuracy between 

2 and 4.6 percent. The highest improvement in accuracy is 

achieved when IG is applied to the UBT3 representation 

model including the SVM strategy. Feature selection may 

also be useful to distinguish between features that are ef-

fective in OvOP classification and features that are not so 

effective and that can introduce noise in the document rep-

resentation. In particular, the results reported in Table 4 and 

5, obtained by varying the number of features used to build 

the vector representation of the documents constituting the 

training set, can be used to identify the set of features that 

achieve the best performance. Looking manually at the set 

of the top features, included in Table 3 and ranked with 

respect to the IG metric, it is possible to identify the stems 

of strongly polarized adjectives like, for example bellis-

sim=wonderful, brutt=ugly, pessim=worst, the stems of 

adverbs used as adjective amplifier, such as po’=quite, and 

the stems related with domain specialized terms or multi- 

terms, like, for example “colonn sonor”=soundtrack or 

interpret=actor. 

Accuracy achieved by the classifiers trained on the 

selected set of features is better than all results previously 

described in [2, 3]. 

In the future we expect to increase the size of our col-

lection by monitoring and crawling the set of selected Web 

sources; a larger collection of labeled documents will allow 

us to study how accuracy of the trained classifiers may 

change accordingly with the size of the training set. 

 

6 Conclusions and Future Works 

 

Our work shows how OvOP classification can be 

achieved effectively in the Italian language using ma-

chine-learning techniques, originally developed for English, 

applied to the movie domain. In particular we proved ex-

perimentally that stemming, stopword removal and feature 

selection may increase the accuracy of the trained OvOP 

classifiers, allowing them to achieve and out perform the 

accuracy of some of the systems described in the literature 

for the English language. The research is ongoing and in 

the next months we will focus our attention on following 

aspects of OPA:  

1. the formalization of new features useful if document 

representation and their evaluation; 

2. the evaluation of a series of classifiers based on sen-

tence level OP instead of OvOP. 

The first goal will be achieved by introducing new 

features able to identify OvOP; more specifically, we are 

interested in studying patterns suitable for extracting emo-

tive icons and idiomatic expressions. The development of a 

parser able to identify and spread the negation between 

terms of a sentence may also be useful, as proven in [3], to 

increase the precision of the classification process. 

The second goal is more difficult to achieve, because 

it requires a huge amount of manual tagging of sentences 

and words that constitute the review corpus. In order to 

make tagging activity easier, we developed an intuitive and 

simple graphical user interface, which is actually used by 

human annotators. Our goal is the development of a corpus 

of evaluated sentences, useful in training of fine-grained 

classifier. These classifiers may lead to a better perform-

ance when applied to documents containing contradictory 

sentences, like some of the reviews included in our training 

set. High performance classifiers, based on domain de-

pendent and independent resources, are described in [10].  

The proposed multi-agent system provides the flexi-

bility we require to train and evaluate a set of agents de-

voted to OvOP classification. A new set of features can be 

added to the system by providing a new agent to the 
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pre-processor module able to extract the required features 

from the set of extracted documents. In the same way, a 

new source can be easily added to the set of monitored 

Web sources by defining a new specialized agent devoted 

to data extraction and adding it to the harvesting module. 
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